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Executive Summary
Coronet Metals Mine (CMM) is a cutting-edge cryptocurrency project that provides STO investment professionals with a unique new opportunity to invest in
both the crypto- and real-world by backing digital tokens (CMM) with security that is initially assigned to each stock at every stage of Project Realization, and is
(except for post-STO stages) constant and equals 1 common share. However, the token price differs at each stage of the initial 3 years of Project Maturity.
Once the concentrating process operation has been launched in the U.S. (which is the eventual purpose of STO Project), then the profit will start to be
distributed between tokens until the initial obligation of 900 million shares has been met. Following this “break-even point”, the profit will continue to be
distributed, thus allowing investors to choose their most desired and appropriate strategy:
•
•
•
•

To indefinitely continue accumulating the profit assigned to each token through quarterly revenue distributions;
To exchange tokens, which can be sold either by CMM or by the investor themselves, or passed to the investor in the form of stock;
To combine the two above-described strategies;
Utilizing the blockchain-based technology of Ethereum smart contract, CMM Team has devised the Project Framework that provides maximum
security and transparency of invested funds, while also keeping up with the most recent developments in global STO legislation.

Smart Contract
Written in Solidity over an Ethereum platform that is compatible with the Ether ecosystem and deployed on Coronetpm.com https://coronetpm.com/cmm.ops/smart-contract
General STO Plan
•
Total Supply – 3,000,000,000 CMM Tokens
•
Total Authorized Shares: 3,000,000,000 (Total Tokens)
•
Maximum Supply Phase 1 though 3: 900,000,000 CMM Tokens
•
Circulating Supply: 900,000,000 CMM Tokens
•
Reserve Supply: 900,000,000 CMM Tokens
Maximum Balance Supply Phase 2 & 3: 8,000,000 CMM Tokens
Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Executive Summary
The number of common stock is initially assigned to each token during each stage of the project offering, except for post-STO stages, remaining constant and
equaling the number of stock issued. Following production of the metal concentrates in the U.S., the revenue from recovered metals then begins to be distributed
between token holders in values above and beyond their initial acquisition price.
The most interesting option for investors, however, is the ever-increasing market price of metals for the acquired tokens. Bought during the early stages of the
project, these tokens also allow a great way for their holders to increase in market price of gold & PM per each token for every year going forward, based on
distribution from the refined gold and precious metals. Such a proposition enables investors to then choose the most desired and appropriate strategy.
It is possible to indefinitely continue accumulating the gold & PM amount assigned to each token through quarterly gold & PM distributions.
Security tokens are digital representations of traditional securities, such as equities, bonds and options, with their benefits including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Democratize access to capital formation.
Enhance liquidity for traditionally illiquid assets.
Instant settlement (no market manipulation via settlement failure).
Reduce friction costs with regulation-aware tokens.
Allow more customizable securities.
Provide more transparency for regulators.

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Executive Summary - History
Coronet Metals was first incorporated in 2012, in the state of Nevada. The Company is engaged in the business of acquisition, exploration and development of
gold and silver properties. With their head office located in Las Vegas, Nevada, Coronet brings together a highly-experienced management team and a wellconnected Board with a proven history of developing, financing and operating mining projects, with a strategy that is keenly focused on projects with potential
for near-term mine development and additional exploration upsides.
As part of their efforts, the Company has conducted feasibility studies of slags and tailing recycle from old smelters and old mines, as thousands of tons of
metals that exist around the southwestern region of the U.S. exist in stockpiles of slags and tailings from abandoned mines, in which they are short of water or
have no permit using water, and are ready to be processed with the capital and the right technology. We have researched and analyzed the tailings and slags
waste over the course of 5 years, with a combined 300 years of experience from world-famous metallurgists and geologists, and have forged a partnership with
Avimetal, who provide proprietary technology of a recycling processing plant. We are focused on generating revenue initially in the following areas:
• Slag Pile – Search Lights, Nevada – 1,000,000 tons
• Slag Pile – Red Rock, Arizona - 300,000 tons
• Slag Pile – Silver City, New Mexico – 1.000,000 tons
• Tailings – Whitecap, Manhattan, Nevada – 300,000 tons

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Executive Summary
Our Old Mines and Old Smelters

“

Abundant Metal Resources

Recycle Environment Friendly Process

We have researched 1,432 tailings and 3,121 slag piles via a dedicated team of geologists and
metallurgists over the course of 30 years, and we plan on recycling those materials in order to
successfully recover high contents of precious metals.

1,432

Old Smelters in SW USA & Mexico

3,121

Abandoned Old Mines

30 M Tons
Slags / Tailings

Slags
70%
Tailings
25%
Stock Piles in Mines
5%

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Business Overview - What Slag Is
Recycle Slags

“

Definition of Slag
Slag is the glass-like byproduct that is
left behind after a desired metal has
been separated (i.e., smelted) from its
raw ore. Usually, slag is a mixture of
metal oxides and silicon dioxide.

“

Metal Recovery
However, slags can contain metal
sulfides and elemental metals. We
handle old slags from the 1880s, when
smelters used the technology of
metallurgy. Precious metals and nonferrous metals exist in the slag.

The Southwestern Region of the U.S. contains the second-largest gold deposits in the world, throughout Nevada, California and Arizona. There used be several thousands of
closed mines and smelters in these areas during the Gold Rush in the Late 1800s.

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Business Overview - What Tailing Is
Recycle Tailings

“

What is Tailing?
Mechanical and chemical processes
are used to extract. Product extraction
is never 100% efficient, nor is it
possible to reclaim all reusable and
expended processing reagents and
chemicals.

“

Claim Metals
The unrecoverable and uneconomic
metals in the tailings that were
originally made in the 1880s will now
be valuable, and can be recovered via
our environmentally-friendly dry
concentration.

Average tailings sitting in the Southwestern Region of the U.S. show 5 to 20 grams of gold. Tailings were disposed around the 1890s, when there was a lack of refining
technology.

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Business Overview - Whitecap Summary
White Caps Mill facility has the capability to process 250 tons of ore per day. The initial ore source for the Mill operation will be existing tailings and mine rock
dumps which are located approximately one mile east of the town of Manhattan. These tailings and dumps are remnants of abandoned mining operations
from over 50 years ago, which were deposited directly atop native soils, and not contained within an impoundment or other retaining structure. They are now
eroding over time and spreading across the landscape, creating potentially unsafe conditions and degrading adjacent lands. WCGM will remove
approximately 300,000 tons of these existing tailings and dumps from the landscape, and will process them in the Mill. Processing will extract gold, silver and
other valuable minerals from the ore; and as the tailings and dumps are removed, WCGM will reclaim the area. Processed tailings and dump material will be
permanently contained within the modern tailings impoundments.
In its Survey of Mining Companies: 2011/2012, The Fraser Institute ranked Nevada as one of the top 10 most attractive jurisdictions for mineral exploration
and development in the view of the international mining Industry. The State of Nevada is one of the largest gold-producing districts in the entire world, having
led the United States in gold production since the year 1981 and producing 76% of the nation’s gold production in 2008. In that same year, gold accounted for
79% of the State’s total non-fuel raw mineral production value, followed by copper, construction sand and gravel, silver, lime and crushed stone. In 2009, the
State produced 5,640,000 troy ounces of gold. On top of that, for the seventh consecutive year, Nevada also ranked second in silver production, accounting
for 19% of all the silver produced by U.S. mines.

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Business Overview – Slag Recycling
The Southwestern Region of the U.S. contains the second-largest gold deposits in the world through the states of Nevada, California and Arizona. During the
Gold Rush of the 1800s, there were once several thousands of miners and smelters all operating in these very same areas.
Today, there are several thousands of closed smelters, along with over billion tons of slags and tailings sitting around them. We have owned contracts for 18
current piles of slag in these areas, which still contain Iridium, Platinum, Rhodium, Gold and Silver, as old technology and methods of metallurgy could not
refine them for the high temperature of smelting and loss of atoms.
Our scientists who have studied slag over the course of 20 years, however, have discovered that our new technology can serve to recover these precious
metals. If a smelting process that is undertaken for the purposes of removing marketable metals leaves metals behind in the slag, then the existing fire assay
process (a smelting procedure) would fail to recover those metals. None of the usual refining techniques are able to recover the PMs on slag, because they do
not introduce enough energy. In order to be useful, a recovery process must utilize enough energy (in whatever form, be it electrical, thermal, chemical, etc., or
in combination) to successfully break these complex bonds. Our cold plasma process uses high electrical energy, in conjunction with chemistry, to accomplish
this goal. We expect the hot plasma process line to break the bonds and ionize the metals.

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Business Overview - Abandoned Mine - Tailings
The Southwestern region of the U.S. contains the second-largest gold deposits in the world through the states of Nevada, California and Arizona. During the
Gold Rush of the 1800s, there were once several thousands of miners and smelters all operating in these very same areas.
There are few thousands mines in these areas, almost all of which are abandoned or closed for operation due to things such as a lack of water, lack of
electrical power and proper permitting. Each mine or smelter has thousands of stock in tailings and deposits sitting outside of them.
Number of companies have been attempted to recover the precious metals from the slag but none of them are successful for commercial refining with
traditional technology of hydromechanical, chemical and metalogical processes. Results of investigations of concentration of metallurgical slag using electrical
separators, is developed. As a result, its dry separation can recovery of 95% silver, 89% gold mixed with a precious metals and base metals content.

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Business Overview - Production/Revenue Delivery
How we recycle slags and tailings!

Concentrate the Tailings and Slags
Concentrate Works

Once the concentrated materials are delivered, then the Company will export them to Korea. Japan,
India, China and Europe.

EXPORT

The tailings and slags are concentrated by a
locally-hired team.
The Company provides the crusher, the trommel
electrostatic separator, on-site. The team is then
responsible for producing the concentrates and
transporting them to the nearby main facility. The
team will network in all the states that we
develop in.

TAILINGS
Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Business Overview - Traditional Miners Operation
Old Ways of Junior and Medium Miners

Non-Profitable without Large Investment
Small miners do not have access to traditional capital, likely because of the nature of their operations,
their geography and lack of formal business education, as well as the usual socioeconomic background of small miner promoters.
Large public companies, however, have access to the abundance of capital necessary for building
highly efficient operations, thus making their extraction and treatment operations safer and both more
environmentally- and socially-sustainable - a luxury that small miners do not currently have.

25~40%

40~50%

50~80%

Small-Scale Miners

Medium-Scale Miners

Large-Scale Miners

Use rudimentary technology
and generate contaminated
water, hardly receiving a
permit.

Use floatation for concentration,
along with using lots of chemical
and cyanide. These hardly ever
receive a new permit.

Use extensive technologies but
also require large investments
and facilities, hardly developing
due to limited water.

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Business Overview - CMM Project Legal Framework
The CMM Project legal framework is designed to secure the investments and provide full transparency of the STO and the project realization:
•

Coronet Metals, Inc.. — is a USA entity registered with a license for conducting investment mine activities and an account in a local bank. This legal entity will be the
primary depository entity of the cryptocurrency during the STO and sale of tokens.

•

Avimetal Inc. — is a legal entity registered in the United States. This company will act as plant design and provide equipment for the main refinery and trade. The
company will not be used to raise funds for the STO. The company will be the custodian of the metals extracted by the refining of the electrostatic powder forwarded to
the overseas refinery.

The Company is planning to raise from $100 to $150 million in financing from security tokens. The STO plan is the following:
• 1 billion tokens were emitted by the ETH blockchain, without the possibility of additional emission;
• The minimum desired amount of STO is $10 million, with the target amount being $150 million. Investors could purchase tokens with the use of major
cryptocurrencies such as BTC, or with fiat currencies (wire transfer);
• Tokens will be sold through the Ethereum-based smart contract in order to ensure full transparency and the proper recording of all receivables and investor’s
shares.

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Business Overview - Recycling General Facts
Recovering from multiple deaths and the replacement of key management positions, the company began a joint venture in 2014 with Avimetal Inc., in pursuit of proprietary
processing and refining technologies that can be used for extracting embedded gold and precious metals from slags and tailings. Raw materials shipped to multiple countries
for extraction testing, combined with obtaining complete success in identifying key precious metals which could be extracted in high volumes for further refinement in
commercial quantities at low results culminating in Q2 2018, provided the Company with the ability to use two different environmentally-safe leach agents to maximize the
extraction from preprocessed ore of extremely high quantities, with the Avimetal system derived resultant product then being transportable to third-party refineries at a low
cost. The refineries will produce gold with varying purity up to 999.9 and volumes per kilo, with sizes per international standard (12.5 kg), or any other sizes required by
clients - in addition to granule gold.
•

The CMM Project is specifically-designed for Gold/PM growth and deliveries to its investors. The Company discloses that, in addition to gold production, it will also
produce (and cause to be refined or sold in bulk) commercial quantities of platinum, silver, palladium, scandium, zircon wolframite and rare earth minerals.

General Conclusions
•

The STO Project is viable for advancing Mining, Processing and Refining into a high-volume commercial venture. All risks have been assessed and are controllable, within
limits. The amount of capital investments projected are for collecting $100 to 150 million during the STO. Total combined operating costs of the Project are
estimated to be around $500 - $1,000 per ton of the slag or tailings, processed and refined into bullion, causing the yield per ton of gold ore alone to be in
the range of 1~9 plus ounces.

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Business Overview - Financial Data Gold Market
Current Gold price range from $1,800 - $2,000 per ounce recovery zone, with prices expected to escalate over the next two years, therefore greatly enhancing the viability of
the acquisition of tokens from the CMM Project towards high profit expectations.
Market Data expresses high potential for gold price growth, and the CMM Token Project has short-term expectations towards buy-back of the tokens during years one and
two. The exchange model addresses important key concerns that exist within the cryptocurrency community, allowing and offering more price-stability than existing
cryptocurrencies. The CMM Token’s volatility on the profit side will be enhanced by the gold market price growth. Its stability is in its confirmed and proven production to
refinement profitability model. The gold standard approach as the underlying asset for the digital currency (tokens) vs. the floating standard will prove to be the most viable
profit-creating paradigm.
• Stock Certificates
• All purchases of tokens backed by an asset will have a certificate by default, insuring and guaranteeing that no gold is bought having unclear origins
• Registering on Blockchain
• CMM tokens will be registered as a smart contract on the blockchain. The tokens will be exchangeable for physical revenue produced, using smart contracts for
expediency and official proof of gold ownership. Security backed tokens allow clients to purchase directly from the seller, negating the need for middlemen
• Diversifying Portfolios
• Full ownership in a gold mine’s recoverable reserves and production/refining of physical gold claimable through an independent sales channel is a smart investor’s
new avenue to high, real-time profits

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Business Overview - Reserve Constitution
Financial Forecast

Our Goal of Production will be 100 tons daily in
three years.
Once the $100 million USD has eventually been raised and the contract refining agreements are
executed, we then expect the following results at the end of life of the selected mines (10+ years):

300,000 T
Production in 3 years

700,000 T

Following Production in 5 Years

3 Years
Revenue / Production

$3,000,000,000

5 Years
Revenue / Production

$7,000,000,000

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved

2,000,000 T
Production in the next 10 years

10 Years
Revenue / Production

$15,000,000,000
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Technology - Our Key Technology That We Use
Innovative Technologies

Tornado Mill

Electrostatic Machine

Cyclone Electrowinning

Replacing the Traditional Ball Mill

No Water Concentration

No Smelting

Milling is also a dry process without
the need for water. No wearingdown of parts. Up to 600 mesh 5
tons per hour, requiring less energy
than the traditional ball mill and
Raymond mill.

We do not use the traditional gravity
concentration and chemical floatation
which uses lots of water. Our
innovative concentration is a dry
process that utilizes Avimetal’ s
electrostatic separator, with low power
and no water.

The graphene electrode produces
anion electrons and attracts them to
the cathode plates. The smelting
operation is minimized, and no CO2 is
present.

Avimetal’s Innovative Mining Plant is under license! www.Avimetal.com

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Technology - Innovation Technologies
•

Maximizing the automation of reporting procedures for facilities with automation of accounting, the use of the blockchain as a main data storage insures real-time
data access for the simplified, streamlined management of projects.

•

Maximized reporting and statistical detailing for all levels of supervisory authorities via the blockchain allows for the implementation of a paperless electronic
document management platform.

•

Blockchain implementation into the Gold Precious Metals and Rare Earth Minerals Mining.

•

The slag or tailings ores are screened on location, and are then conveyed via dump truck to the processing plant. The screened oversized materials are crushed onsite by either mobile crushing buckets mounted on front-end loaders, or by crushers at the processing plant. Upon delivery in stockpile, the crushed ore and
screened ore are next placed into 1-ton sacks and weighed.

•

The crushed ore and sands are then transferred to the micro milling unit. Upon milling the ore, the material is conveyed through a dryer unit into the electrostatic
separator. Upon separation of conductive and nonconductive materials, the bagged materials are weighed.

•

Milled conductive materials are then fed into a slurry storage tank for further feeding into the leach process Agitating Tanks. This data is then entered into the
blockchain.

•

Upon completion of the leach cycle, the impregnated solution is filtered and then stored for entering into the electrowinning process. Next, the resultant slime or
powder is weighed and entered into the blockchain prior to being shipped to the refinery for extraction, collection and melting into bars, and is marked and weighed
robotically. All data to be entered into the blockchain will become historically transparent, thus raising the confidence of end users and investors alike, while at the
same time implementing the most effective operational management model for the facilities.

•

Governing and tax authority’s ability to receive reliable information in real time from the blockchain adds value to the investors’ quality of investment vehicles
decision process.

•

In order to expand rapidly into high volume production in both the mining and processing venues and facilities, as well as to timely capture long-term refining and
sales contracts, the decision was made to raise funds via this STO, thus allowing small-scale investors to participate via crypto economics.

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Technology - Innovation Technologies
•

After the initial milling process and ore drying unit, the processing plant will perform an electrostatic separation of the conductive and non-conductive ores. This will
reduce the volume of ore containing gold, other precious metals and base metals by as much as 40%. The separated product will reenter the milling system with
subsequent controlled feeding into the proprietary Avimetal electrostatic separator. The resultant conductive ore quantity will equal approximately 20% of the original
per ton weight and volume. These figures are based on previous studies of this specific group of metallic ore bearing rocks, gravels slags and sands in U.S. and Korea
plants and laboratories, from the years 2016 through 2019. This data will be entered into the blockchain. The nonconductive material will be stockpiled for further
processing in order to remove zircon and scandium products (among other commercially viable materials, including rare earth minerals), along with further notice of
gold refined by plants like Coronet Metals Korea.

•

Proprietary Leach Processing.

•

The dry concentration processing phase of the CMM project will incorporate several forms of processing using a proprietary process, and will each be supplied by license
to processing company Coronet Metals, which has added consulting engineers who are highly experienced in ore extraction processes and plant operations to its ranks.

•

The main processing will be performed in agitating/mixing tanks, with the resultant impregnated solution being forwarded through filter units to holding tanks for the
final extraction of liquefied gold via several methods. In addition, within the first year of processing, Avimetal will deliver the prototype batch leaching units, which are
capable of leaching and filtering 1000 tons per unit.

•

The preferred pretested extraction method is electrowinning vs. the use of bulky carbon extraction methods. The company has agreements for delivery to world-class
companies containing refining plants that are able to process the electrowinning precious metals powders from the mining of ores at each stage, from 100 tpd to 5,000
tpd. The primary refiner will be Coronet, which processes billions of dollars’ worth of gold and copper each year.

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Technology - Coronet Metals Process

CMM Process
Client Process

2nd Stage: Dry Concertation
1st Stage: Crush and Milling

Ore or
Slag

Jaw Crusher

*Tornado
Milling Machine

Electrostatic Concentrator

Dust Collector

4단계: 정련
Heat Exchange 55~60℃

***싸이클론
전해
정련기 (100cells)
Graphene
Cyclone
Electrowinning
(License from Avimetal)

Feed Tank

Press Filter

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Security Token – How the Tokens Are Traded
Token Trading Structure

Accredited Investors

Security Token Exchange
STO Token trading exchange in the USA

USA and overseas

Private Investors

Security Token Exchange

Non-USA Residence

STO Token trading exchange in Hong
Kong and Singapore

Non-Accredited Investors

Security Token Exchange
STO Token trading exchange in Europe

Non-USA Financial agents

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Security Token - Profit Split
Costs of Production and Split

High Profit Margin
Our unique process will be revolutionary and become the industry standard over the following decades. All operations will be performed by locally-hired contractors, which
will lead to job creation in the local community. The Company will also get rid of hazardous waste that has been contaminated by cyanide and mercury from sitting for over a
hundred years.

5%

Production Labor, Utility, Warehouse,
Logistics, Export, Ocean, etc.

25%

Refinery Process Fee by Third-Party,
Including Smelter Fee

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved

70%

Profit to the Company and Dividend
to Shareholders
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Security Token - Main Advantages of Our Token
•

CMM is one of the first precious metals recovery projects that combines blockchain technologies and the real production of gold with valuable transparency and fair
distribution of profit mandates;

•

Professional, balanced and committed team of professionals, including IT and Digital Security Experts, Legal Advisors, Gold Mining Geologists/Engineers and
technologically-advanced processing and refining companies in contracts and joint ventures;

•

The project’s legal framework is designed to maximize the safety and security of the investments;

•

Agreements with a number of leading marketing agencies for assistance in the marketing and promotion of the STO through their existing base of active investors;

•

Operations are located in the Southwestern Region of the U.S.;

•

The project has the approval and support of both the community and local government.

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Security Token - Fair Trading Crypto Finance
Token Valuation

CMM TOKEN

PRODUCTION

REVENUE

Provide equipment and
team for the production

Monthly Financial Report
via accredited CPA Audit.
Production and revenue
are clearly stated to the
public

Coronet Metals is continuously acquiring more slag piles and abandoned (or closed) mines, or where tailings are in stock.

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Security Token - Token Distribution and Schedule
Token Assignment

20 M
Pre-STO

100 M
Initial STO

280 M
Seed STO

Token (M)

900 M
Capital Increase

2
3
10

Jan to May 2021

June – Sept 2021

Oct – Dec 2021

2022-2024

Pre-STO will be completed by May 30, 2021
15
There will be 300 million total in pre-SO, Initial STO and Seed STO Tokens.
Distribution

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Advisor

Reserve
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Security Token - Our Digital Wallet
Blockchained Wallet

Dashboard

History

Summary of Wallet with User
Portfolio and KYC

Entire Transaction History

Deposit/Receive

Trade

Withdraw/Send

Market Price

Purchase Tokens or Receive

Trade your Tokens

Sell or transfer Tokens to
other people

Daily market price changes

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Security Token - CMM Tokens
Token Benefit

Transactions Through Wallet

Traditional Stock Certificate
Issue paper stock certificates, in addition
to digital tokens, for backup

100% electronic transactions

Keep Digital Stock in the
Wallet

Yearly Dividend
Dividend profit to the shareholders
annually

Your Token is stored in a digital wallet

Blockchained Digital Asset

Buy-Back Program
The company starts its buy-back program
in 3 years

Safe and secure

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Security Token - STO Plan
After STO completion, all accumulated operative funds will be used by the mining company for excavation operations and subsequent financing of the processing
company’s plant equipment in a joint venture, which will acquire the proprietary Avimetal systems for operating within the processing plant facilities in the U.S.;
As a committed partner, the Company will be receiving the revenues from projects and will have the option to use up to one half of the net income for buying-back
tokens from the market or exchanging them for bank gold certificates.
• The project ensures that the Company will purchase CMM tokens from the market. The following system will be used for token price determination:
• The token will be always tied to the Company’s authorized share.
CMM Company will announce the financial results and the percentage of gold production achievement monthly, whenever it changes;
Once the production results are achieved (i.e., 10%), the token value will then be established as being the following: 1 CMM token = 1 common share (1 billionth of one
CMM tangible and intangible asset). After the second year of mining, and with 50% of the achievement, the value of 1 CMM tokens is projected to be increased; In
practice, CMM tokens to cash value should also increase each year, because of the production in quantity of the CMM tokens after each buy-back;
It is currently planned that, at the end of the first year of mining, the mining Company will provide the option to exchange tokens to banking gold certificates in selected
locations of the world. All CMM tokens that are bought-back by the mining company from the market or exchanged for banking gold certificates will then be destroyed.

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Security Token - CMM Project Legal Framework
Coronet Metals is a financial company that is planning to raise from $10 million to $100 million until the end of September 2021. The STO plan is the following:
•
•
•
•

1 billion tokens were emitted by the ETH blockchain, without the possibility of additional emission;
The minimum desired amount of STO is $10 million, with the target amount being $100 million. Tokens could be purchased by investors with the use of major
cryptocurrencies (BTC) or with the fiat currencies (debit cards or wire transfer);
Tokens will be sold through the Ethereum-based smart contract in order to ensure full transparency and proper recording of all receivables and investor’s shares;
Investors will be able to track and monitor purchases through the investors back office.

Project Advantages;
•
•
•
•

CMM is one of the first projects to blossom from the precious metals mining sector, which combines blockchain technologies and the real production sector with
high transparency and fair distribution of profit;
Professional, balanced and committed team of professionals, including IT and digital security experts, legal advisors, gold mining engineers and marketing
specialists;
Legal framework is designed to maximize the safety and security of investments;
Agreements with a number of leading marketing agencies are in place for providing assistance in marketing and promotion of the STO through the existing base
of active investors.

Conclusion
•
•
•

Investing in the CMM Project is one of the best opportunities to convert cryptocurrency into tangible assets that have both short- and long-term value in the form
of Gold!
Investing in the CMM Project presents a new-era lucrative investment possibility which allows our investors to multiply their investment simultaneously in the
physical and crypto world!
In the crypto world, the Token’s value will continuously grow once it has launched and the project is funded!

Copyright @ 2021 Coronet Metals Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Security Token - Buy-Back Program
•

The project ensures that the Company will purchase CMM tokens from the market, beginning in the second year of gold mining operations. The following system for
token price determination will be used:

•

The token will be always tied to the market price of share, with the basic elements of our production of the gold, deposit and company.

•

The Company will announce the financial results and (respectively) the percentage of the production achievement will change;

•

Should the budgeted results be achieved, the token value will be established per company appraisal;

•

In practice, CMM token value will also increase each year due to the quantity of gold production, and after each buy-back, there will be price increase of gold and
production volume will increase;

•

It is planned that, at the end of the first year of mining, the Company will provide an option to exchange of the tokens for banking gold certificates in selected locations
of the world;

•

All CMM tokens bought-back by Company from the market or exchanged for banking gold certificates will be burned.
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Security Token - Roadmap
Coronet Metals Incorporated
Coronet Metals Canada
Funded 30 million
2012

1

2

Liberty Process Facility

Whitecap and Yamamina Mine New Technologies

EPA Permit
9 million Invested
50 tpd precious
metal processing
permit
(2013)

Acquired Mines and Permits
(2014)

3

Analytical Test
Tested Slags and Tailing pile
for economic value and
feasibility study (2019~2020)

Electrostatic Separation
System, Tornado milling
system installed, provided
by Avimetal Inc. , USA
company (2015~2018)

4

5

Buy-Back Program

STO Stage 3

STO Stage 1 and 2 Launch

Completion of Pre-STO

CMM Company begins to
buy-back tokens at fair
market price starting in July
2022, in order to control
token value in the market.
(2022)

STO Stage 3 will be
launched in 2022.
Security tokens will be
based on debt
(2022)

STO 1 token sales in
public from 1 July to 31
December 2021.
(2021)

Pre-STO stage will be
completed and allow STO
token sales to run from 1
July 2021.
(2021)

10

9

8

6

Slag and Tailing Pile
Acquired Slag Piles in
Arizona and New
Mexico, as well as
Tailings in Nevada
(2020)

7

Geological survey has been conducted from 2011 to 2015. Feasibility study has been conducted from 2015 through 2016, and Analytical experiments have been successfully
carried out from 2017 to 2018.
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Management Team
Meet Our Management Team

James Gim

Richard Woorfold

Keith Hall

Douglas Ashworth

CEO

Metallurgist & Geologist

Project Operations Director

Project Operations Director

Mr. Gim is a former Boeing
representative with 40+ years of
experience and is the founder of
multiple companies in both aviation
and mining engineering and
processing technologies.

Richard graduated from School of
Earth Science University of Arizona
where he majored in Geophysics. In
1974, Richard studied electrochemical
engineering from Ohio Technical
School, and soon after, created the
first electrochemical process in the
electroforming of precious metal
alloys.

Mr. Hall has 40+ years of experience
in mining in the US, Peru, Guyana and
Ghana. Mr. Hall holds a master’s
degree –History, and served as a
Foreign Service Officer for the U.S.
Department of State in many key
countries in Africa and in the Middle
East. Mr. Hall served in the US Marine
Corps, attaining the rank of Captain.

Senior Advisor to the processing
company Environmental Systems
Management SAC and the American
companies that are joint venturing
with Picchu Rio Gold, S.A. in the
proprietary processing of its large
deposits of gold and precious metals
bearing colluvium and alluvial ores.
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Management Team
Meet Our Management Team

James Gook

Steve Ryu

Douglas Cyr

Dan Swaney

Chaiman

Vice President – Asia Operation

Former Ford Lead Engineer

Former VP of Waste Management

Chairman of GB Energy
Chairman of Korean Legal Associate
Vice Chairman of Janis News Media

Former Director of Avdome Holdings
Project coordinator
Blockchain/KYC Specialist

Mr. Douglas J. Cyr led the coordination for
training engineers and supervisors of
personnel for 36 years with Ford Motor
Company, in the Production Control and
Quality Section of Powertrain Engineering
Department. Mr. Cyr holds a Bachelor’s
degree of Business Administration, Cum
Laude (1976), as well as a Master of Arts
Degree of Industrial Business Administration
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company Environmental Systems
Management SAC and the American
companies that are joint venturing
with Picchu Rio Gold, S.A. in the
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DISCLAIMER - IMPORTANT NOTICE
Prospective investors must read the following disclaimer before continuing. The following disclaimer applies to this Whitepaper, which includes the contents herein together
with all appendices (the “Whitepaper”). This Whitepaper has been prepared by Coronet Metals, Inc.. (the “Company”) in connection with a prospective offering by the
Company of security tokens (the “Tokens”) as more particularly described in an information memorandum (the “Information Memorandum”) issued by the Company. With the
exception of the legal terms and conditions contained in this section 1 under the headline “Disclaimers”, this Whitepaper is legally non-binding in its entirety, and prospective
investors must not rely on any information contained herein, but should refer to the legally binding Information Memorandum and any additional subscription documentation.
Prospective investors are advised to read this disclaimer carefully before accessing, reading or making any other use of this Whitepaper. Without prejudice to the aforesaid, in
accessing this Whitepaper, prospective investors agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions contained in this Disclaimer, including any modifications to them
which may be made from time to time, each time prospective investors receive any information from the Company as a result of such access.
Confirmation of prospective investors’ representation: In order to be eligible to view this Whitepaper or make an investment decision with respect to the Tokens, investors
must not be a person resident in a U.S. person (as defined in Regulation S under the Securities Act (as defined below)). This Whitepaper is being sent to prospective
investors personally, in physical and electronic form, and by accepting the email and accessing this Whitepaper, prospective investors shall be deemed to have represented
to the Company (1) that such prospective investors are not resident in the United States (“U.S.”) nor a U.S. person, as defined in Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act of
1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), nor are such prospective investors acting on behalf of a U.S. person, that the electronic mail address to which this email has been
delivered is not located in the U.S. and, to the extent that prospective investors purchase the Tokens described in this Whitepaper, prospective investors will be doing so
pursuant to Regulation S under the Securities Act, and (2) that prospective investors consent to delivery of this Whitepaper, and any amendments or supplements thereto, by
electronic transmission.
This Whitepaper has been made available to prospective investors in electronic form. Prospective investors are reminded that documents or information transmitted via this
medium may be altered or changed during the process of transmission, and consequently, none of the Company, its subsidiaries, if any (“Subsidiaries”), or any person who
controls, or is under common control with the Company or Subsidiaries, nor any of their respective directors, officers, employees, representatives or affiliates accepts any
liability or responsibility whatsoever in respect of any discrepancies between the Whitepaper distributed to prospective investors in electronic format and the hard copy
version.
Nothing in this Whitepaper constitutes an offer of securities for sale in the U.S. or any other jurisdiction where it is unlawful to do so. The Tokens have not been, and will not
be, registered under the Securities Act or the Securities Laws of any state of the U.S. or other jurisdiction, and may not be offered, sold or delivered within the U.S. or to or for
the account or benefit of persons resident in U.S. persons (as defined in regulation S under the Securities Act), except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not
subject to the registration requirements of the Securities Act and applicable State or local securities’ laws.
Except with respect to eligible investors in jurisdictions where such offer is permitted by law, nothing in this Whitepaper constitutes an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of,
the Company to subscribe for or purchase any of the Tokens described therein, and access has been limited so that it shall not constitute, in the U.S. or elsewhere, a general
solicitation or general advertising (as those terms are used in Regulation D under the Securities Act) or directed selling efforts (as defined in Regulation S under the Securities
Act).
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DISCLAIMER - IMPORTANT NOTICE
This Whitepaper, or any materials relating to the offering of the Tokens referred to herein, do not constitute, and may not be used in connection with, an offer or solicitation in
any place where offers or solicitations are not permitted by law. If a jurisdiction requires that the offering be made by a licensed broker or dealer, and the dealers or any
affiliate of the dealers is a licensed broker or dealer in that jurisdiction, the offering shall be deemed to be made by the dealers or such affiliates on behalf of the Company in
such jurisdiction. This Whitepaper may only be communicated to persons in the United Kingdom in circumstances where section 21(1) of the Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 does not apply.
Prospective investors are reminded that they have accessed this Whitepaper on the basis that they are a person into whose possession this Whitepaper may be lawfully
delivered in accordance with the laws of the jurisdiction in which they are located, and that they may not, nor are they authorized to, deliver this Whitepaper, electronically or
otherwise, to any other person. If prospective investors have gained access to this Whitepaper contrary to the foregoing restrictions, they will be unable to purchase any of
the Tokens described therein.
This Whitepaper, including all information relating to the Company and Subsidiaries, is confidential, and is intended solely for the use of the person or persons to whom it is
given or sent. Prospective investors are not authorized to, and they may not forward, or deliver this Whitepaper, electronically or otherwise, to any other person or reproduce
such Whitepaper in any manner whatsoever. Any forwarding, distribution or reproduction of this Whitepaper, in whole or in part, is unauthorized. Failure to comply with this
directive may result in a violation of the applicable laws of other jurisdictions.
Prospective investors are responsible for protecting against viruses and other destructive items. If prospective investors receive this Whitepaper by email, their use of this
email is at their own risk, and it is their responsibility to take precautions to ensure that it is free from viruses and other items of a destructive nature.
This Whitepaper is not approved for the public, and is only intended for recipients who would be generally classified as “qualified”, “professional”, “accredited” or
“institutional” investors. This Whitepaper is not designed for use in any jurisdiction or location where the publication or availability of the Whitepaper would be contrary to
local law or regulation. If prospective investors have access to the Whitepaper, it is their responsibility to be aware of, and to observe, all applicable laws and regulations of
any relevant jurisdiction, and it is recommended that an investor first obtain appropriate legal, tax, investment or other professional advice prior to acting upon this
Whitepaper. No person has been authorized to issue any advertisement or to give any information, or to make any representations in connection with any offering,
subscription or sale of Tokens, other than those contained in this Whitepaper and, if issued, given or made, such advertisement, information or representations must not be
relied upon as having been authorized by the Company. Neither the circulation and/or delivery of this Whitepaper, nor the issue of Tokens, shall under any circumstances
create any implication that there has been no change in the financial position or affairs of the Company or Subsidiaries since the date hereof.
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DISCLAIMER - IMPORTANT NOTICE
SELLING RESTRICTIONS

Generally, the distribution of this Whitepaper and the offering of Tokens may be restricted in certain jurisdictions. The information contained in this Whitepaper is for general
guidance only, and it is the responsibility of any person or persons in possession of this Whitepaper and who wishes to purchase Tokens to inform themselves of, and to
observe, all applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction. Prospective applicants for Tokens should inform themselves as to legal requirements also applying
and any applicable exchange control regulations and applicable taxes in the countries of their respective citizenship, residence or domicile. This Whitepaper does not
constitute an offer or solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not authorized, or to any person to whom it would be unlawful to make
such offer or solicitation.
If prospective investors are in doubt as to the contents of this Whitepaper, they should consult their attorney/solicitor, accountant or financial advisor(s). The contents of this
Whitepaper should not be treated as advice relating to investment, legal or taxation matters. Prospective investors must rely on their own independent advisors as to legal, tax
and related matters concerning the Company, Subsidiaries, their respective affiliates, the Tokens and investment therein.
Investment in Tokens will involve certain risks and special considerations. Investors should be able, and willing, to withstand the loss of their entire or substantial investment.
The investment in Tokens contemplated hereby is subject to fluctuations and the risks inherent in all investments and there can be no assurance that an investment will retain
its value or that appreciation will occur. The price of Tokens and any income from such can go down, as well as up, and investors may not realize the value of their initial
investment.
No person has been authorized to issue any advertisement or to give any information, or to make any representations in connection with any offering, subscription or sale of
Tokens, other than those contained in this Whitepaper and, if issued, given or made, such advertisement, information or representations must not be relied upon as having
been authorized by the Company. Neither the circulation and/or delivery of this Whitepaper, nor the issue of Tokens, shall, under any circumstances, create any implication
that there has been no change in the financial position or affairs of the Company or Subsidiaries since the date hereof.
The Tokens contemplated hereby are a suitable investment only for qualified, professional, accredited or institutional investors, for whom an investment in such does not
constitute a complete investment program and who fully understand and have the financial resources necessary to assume the risks involved in them. The Company reserves
the right to withdraw or modify this offering at any time prior to the acceptance of Security Token purchases from investors.
In making an investment decision, potential investors must rely on their own assessment of the Company, Subsidiaries and the terms of the offering, as well as the advice
from their own representatives, including their own legal advisors and accountants, as to legal, tax and related matters concerning the Company and/or Subsidiaries and an
investment through purchase of Tokens and including the merits and risks involved. These Tokens have not been recommended or endorsed by any federal or state securities
commission or regulatory authority. Furthermore, the foregoing authorities have not confirmed the accuracy or determined the adequacy of this Whitepaper.
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DISCLAIMER - IMPORTANT NOTICE
In making an investment decision, potential investors must rely on their own assessment of the Company, Subsidiaries and the terms of the offering as well as the advice
from their own representatives, including their own legal advisors and accountants, as to legal, tax and related matters concerning the Company and/or Subsidiaries and
an investment through purchase of Tokens and including the merits and risks involved. These Tokens have not been recommended or endorsed by any federal or state
securities commission or regulatory authority. Furthermore, the foregoing authorities have not confirmed the accuracy or determined the adequacy of this Whitepaper.
Tokens are illiquid, as they are unlisted and are non-readily realizable securities. The prospective investors’ ability to redeem their investment in Tokens may be severely
impaired.
The Company is not subject to any investment guidelines of any regulatory body, which impose prudential requirements to limit risk. There can be no assurance that the
investment objective of the Tokens shall be achieved.
FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
This Whitepaper includes statements which contain words or phrases like: “will”, “aim”, “will result”, “possible”, “likely”, “believe”, “propose”, “expect”, “will continue”,
“anticipate”, “estimate”, “intend”, “plan”, “contemplate”, “seek to”, “future”, “objective”, “goal”, “should”, “project”, “will pursue” and similar expressions or variations of such
expressions, that are “forward-looking statements”. Any projections, forward-looking statements or opinions contained in this Whitepaper constitute estimates by the
Company based upon sources deemed to be reliable, but the accuracy of this information is not guaranteed, nor should the prospective investor consider the information
all-inclusive. By their nature, certain forward-looking statements are only estimates, and could be materially different from what actually occurs in the future as a result, and
actual future gains and losses could materially differ from those that have been estimated.
Notice to Investors in the USA: This Whitepaper, and any other material in connection with the offer or sale of Tokens, is not a prospectus, as defined in the SEC.
Interests in the Tokens may not be marketed, offered or sold directly, or indirectly, to the public in the USA, and neither this Whitepaper, nor any offering material or
information contained herein relating to interests in the Company, may be supplied to the public in the USA or used in connection with any offer for the subscription or sale
of Tokens or interests in the Company to the public in the USA.
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Get in Touch
Contact Us

1925 Village Center Circle Suite 150
Las Vegas, NV 89134
project@coronetpm.com

+1 702 820-9748

